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Abstract

ferent experimental conditions—independent vocab, share vocab, and share embedding—are applied to two different attention networks (Bahdanau
et al., 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017).

In the field of natural language processing,
ensembles are broadly known to be effective
in improving performance. This paper analyzes how ensemble of neural machine translation (NMT) models affect performance improvement by designing various experimental
setups (i.e., intra-, inter-ensemble, and nonconvergence ensemble). To an in-depth examination, we analyze each ensemble method
with respect to several aspects such as different attention models and vocab strategies. Experimental results show that ensembling is not
always resulting in performance increases and
give noteworthy negative findings.
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Second, we investigate which among intraensemble and inter-ensemble is more effective
for performance improvement. Notably, intraensemble is an ensemble of identical models, while
inter-ensemble represents an ensemble between
models that follow different network structures.
Third, we analyze the effect of the nonconverging model on ensemble performance. Most
existing studies create an ensemble using only
those models that have been fitted. However,
we perform in-depth comparative analysis experiments, raising the question of whether the nonconverging model has only negative effects.

Introduction

Ensemble is a technique for obtaining accurate predictions by combining the predictions of several
models. In neural machine translation (NMT), ensembles are most closely related to vocabulary (vocab). In particular, by aggregating the prediction
results of multiple models, the ensemble averages
the probability values over the vocab of the softmax
layer (Garmash and Monz, 2016; Tan et al., 2020).
Most existing studies on ensembling for NMT focus on improving the performance of shared tasks.
For example, in WMT’s shared task, almost every
participating team applied the ensemble technique
to improve performance (Fonseca et al., 2019; Chatterjee et al., 2019; Specia et al., 2020). However,
in most cases, only experimental results that improved performance by applying the ensemble technique are introduced; in-depth comparative analysis is rarely conducted (Wei et al., 2020; Park et al.,
2020a; Lee et al., 2020). In this study, we attempt to
investigate three main aspects regarding ensembles
for machine translation.
First, we investigate the ensemble effect when using various vocab strategies and different attention
models. For the vocab that plays the most important
role in the machine translation ensemble, three dif-
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2.1

Ensemble Design
Ensemble in NMT

Ensemble prediction is a representative method
for improving the translation performance of NMT
systems. A commonly reported method involves aggregating predictions by training different models
of the same architecture in parallel. Then, during
decoding, we average the probabilities over the
output layers of the target vocab at each time step.
In this study, we follow the above method for ensembles using the same model architecture (i.e.,
intra-ensemble). Because the target vocabs are
the same, ensembles of components with different model structures (i.e., inter-ensemble) also follow the same method. We conduct experiments
on intra- and inter-ensemble effects on LSTMAttention (Bahdanau et al., 2014) and Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017) networks, combined with
various vocab strategies. A detailed description of
the vocab strategies is provided in the next section.
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2.2

Vocab Strategies

Vocab size

Independent vocab means learning separate
weights from each encoder and decoder without any connection or communication between
the source and target languages. Most NMT research follows this methodology (Cho et al., 2014;
Vaswani et al., 2017; Park et al., 2021b).

32,000

64,000

3
Share embedding goes a step beyond sharing
the source–target vocabs, and shares the vocab embedding matrix of the encoder and decoder (Liu
et al., 2019). It enables the sharing of vocab from
various languages through one integrated embedding space. Consequently, it has been widely used
in recent multilingual NMT (Aharoni et al., 2019).

2.3.1

LSTMind
LSTMsv
LSTMse
Transformerind
Transformersv
Transformerse
LSTMind
LSTMsv
LSTMse
Transformerind
Transformersv
Transformerse

24.51
21.36
21.49
33.40
29.23
29.54
25.02
22.89
22.94
32.45
30.37
30.82

{w1 ,w2 }
24.44
21.34
21.40
33.71
29.48
29.89
24.86
22.83
22.92
33.75
30.60
30.96

Intra-ensembles
{w1 ,w3 } {w2 ,w3 }
24.45
24.40
21.33
21.49
21.47
21.50
34.13
33.82
29.80
29.70
29.92
29.96
24.98
24.96
22.79
22.92
22.91
22.95
33.82
33.91
30.80
31.02
31.22
31.14

{w1 ,w2 ,w3 }
24.47
21.36 21.41
33.92
29.88
30.19
25.03
22.79
22.98
33.97
30.97
31.28

Experimental Settings and Results

3.1

Experimental Setup

In this study, we use the Korean–English parallel corpus released on AI Hub 1 as the training
data (Park and Lim, 2020). Several studies (Park
et al., 2020b, 2021a) have adopted this corpus for
Korean language NMT research. The total amount
of sentence pairs is 1.6M. We randomly extract 5k
sentence pairs twice from the training data, and use
these data for the validation and test sets.
We employ sentencepiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) for subword tokenization. The performance evaluation of all the translation results are
proceeds with BLEU score by leveraging multibleu.perl script given by Moses.

Experimental Design
Design of Intra- and Inter-ensemble

Intra-ensemble is an ensemble of identical models. We use the LSTM-Attention and Transformer
networks with three different weights for the combinations to average the probabilities of ensemble.
Inter-ensemble represents an ensemble of models
that follow different network structures. We experiment with different combinations of the two
attention-based models and vocab strategies. In this
experiment, we aim to suggest directions for creating a better ensemble technique by analyzing the
effect of intra- and inter-ensemble combined with
the vocab strategy and size of vocabs. Moreover,
all experiments compare vocab size (i.e., 32k and
64k) by considering performance difference with
respect to vocab capacity.
2.3.2

Baseline

Table 1: Performance of intra-ensembles (combinations
of vocab sizes and attention networks). The baseline
score is the average of the three models that have different weights. Note that the bold numbers indicate the
best score in each case.

Share vocab means that the model uses a common vocab for a combination of the source and
target languages (Lakew et al., 2018). That is, the
encoder and decoder interact within the same vocab, and can refer to each other’s vocabs, thus making the model more robust.

2.3

Cases

3.2

Results

Our negative findings and their insights are illustrated by NF and Insight, respectively. The performance results of the baseline models (seen as
recipes of an ensemble) are shown in Tables 1 to 4.
3.2.1

Comparison of Intra-ensemble Effect

We show the results of applying the vocab strategies
to two different models, namely LSTM-Attention
and Transformer with three different weights (i.e.,
w1 , w2 , and w3 ) for intra-ensemble in Table 1. Additionally, we compare the combinations of those
weights to investigate the apparent intra-ensemble
effect.
Table 1 shows the significant variation in ensemble effect, according to the vocab strategies. The
Transformer and LSTM-Attention models exhibit
the highest performance in the order of independent vocab (ind), share embedding (se), and share

Design of Non-convergence Ensemble

In general, ensembles comprise well-fitted models;
however, we conduct experiments to examine how
models with less convergence affect the ensemble.
Non-converging models are trained using ¼ of the
iterations needed for convergent models. Consequently, we can determine whether non-converging
models will cause only negative effects on the ensemble.

1
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vocab (sv) in both vocab sizes (32k and 64k, respectively).
NF1: Although Lakew et al. (2018); Park et al.
(2021a) found that share vocab (sv) is effective
when subword tokenization is applied as a pretokenize step during training, it has a negative
effect in model training. However, we find that
sharing the vocab improves performance; nevertheless, sharing the embedding space is more helpful.
However, training with independent vocab strategy
shows the highest performance without interference.
To an in-depth examination, we analyze the intraensemble performance with respect to four aspects:
i) different attention models, ii) vocab strategy, iii)
vocab size, and iv) the number of models in the
ensemble.

Vocab size
32,000
64,000

Cases
LSTMind + Transformerind
LSTMsv + Transformersv
LSTMse + Transformerse
LSTMind + Transformerind
LSTMsv + Transformersv
LSTMse + Transformerse

Intra (Baseline)
34.13
29.88
30.19
33.97
31.02
31.28

Inter
31.70 (-2.43)
27.46 (-2.42)
27.25 (-2.94)
31.95 (-2.02)
28.98 (-2.04)
28.97 (-2.31)

Table 2: Performance of inter-ensembles (combinations
of vocab sizes and attention networks). Here, the column “Intra” records the highest score among the two
different models, according to each vocabulary strategy
in Table 1.

iii) Vocab size As illustrated in Table 1, the performance of intra-ensemble models shows vast differences owing to vocab sizes. We confirm that a
vocab size of 64k is more effective than that of
32k; consequently, we theorize that vocab size is
closely related to the effect of ensemble. In the
Transformer ensemble with independent vocab (i.e.,
Transformerind ), the BLEU score is improved by
0.73 in the baseline model at 32k; in contrast, the
BLEU score is improved by 1.52 at 64k, which is
an improvement of more than two times. In other
words, NF4: even a slight alteration of vocab size
significantly affects the ensemble performance, and
we know that a broader capacity leads to better performance when conducting vocab prediction using
softmax.

i) Different attention models We investigate the
influence of the different attention networks on an
ensemble. Self-attention-based networks refine ( )
all vocab strategies; however, there are more cases
without performance improvement than those with
performance improvement using the Bahdanau
attention-based networks. That is, NF2: specifically, with the Bahdanau attention network, there is
a case in which a negative result ( ) occurred in an
ensemble. This result is interpreted as a difference
in the robustness (i.e., with minimum performance
degradation) and capacity (i.e., parallelism) of the
model, as the following interpretations show. The
Bahdanau attention network is exposed to problems
with long-term dependencies (Bengio et al., 1993),
resulting in the weak processing of long-sequences
and requiring more data than self-attention. Furthermore, the Bahdanau attention network is wellknown for not being context-aware, leading to variance in model prediction (Gao et al., 2021). Thus,
Insight: it can be seen that there is a lack of capacity and robustness in the Bahdanau attention
network. Owing to this, it can be inferred that this
network has a negative influence on the ensemble
effect.

iv) Number of ensemble models We explore
the number of ensembles, and further validate the
performance using the model combinations. NF5:
Contrary to the expectation that the number and
performance of the ensemble models would show
a positive correlation, this was not the case. As
shown in Table 1, only six cases, i.e., 50% of the
12 cases, demonstrate a good score in the three
models ({w1 , w2 , w3 }) of the ensemble. The remaining six cases demonstrate a good score in two
models ({w1 , w3 }, {w2 , w3 }). This result proves
the statement of NF5.
3.2.2

Intra-ensemble or Inter-ensemble?

Inter-ensemble is feasible if the same vocab is used
across the two models. Therefore, an ensemble
of Transformer and LSTM-Attention model with
the corresponding vocab strategy can be created; a
comparison of the performance results with intraensembles is presented in Table 1. The results for
inter-ensembles are shown in Table 2.
This result shows that the baseline (i.e., Intra)
exhibits better performance than inter-ensembles.
Notably, inter-ensembles show a negative effect.

ii) Vocab strategy We observe that there is performance variation among the vocab strategies. Our
finding is in line with the aforementioned result in
terms of the ensemble effect being the same as the
ordering in LSTM-Attention, which is ind, se and
sv. This is reasonable because of the previous result; however, NF3: mixing the vocab (i.e., sv) has
a negative effect on the ensemble performance.
25

Vocab size

32,000

64,000

Cases
LSTMind
LSTMsv
LSTMse
Transformerind
Transformersv
Transformerse
LSTMind
LSTMsv
LSTMse
Transformerind
Transformersv
Transformerse

Baseline
Best Intra wnc
24.47
19.06
21.49
16.11
21.50
17.20
34.13
31.87
29.88
27.81
30.19
27.72
25.03
19.54
22.92
18.87
22.98
17.64
33.97
31.22
31.02
28.73
31.28
28.41

{wnc , w1 }
22.84
19.25
19.94
33.37
28.94
29.01
23.57
21.76
21.07
33.23
29.90
30.16

Intra-ensembles with non-convergence
{wnc , w3 } {wnc , w1 , w2 } {wnc , w1 , w3 } {wnc , w2 , w3 }
22.84
23.54
23.53
23.56
19.31
20.14
20.11
20.28
20.12
20.71
20.65
20.77
33.70
33.83
34.03
34.12
29.38
29.53
29.42
29.51
29.56
29.67
29.96
29.83
23.64
24.55
24.53
24.37
21.77
22.35
22.36
22.39
21.22
22.09
22.11
22.15
33.71
33.79
33.85
34.14
30.64
30.52
30.80
31.03
30.62
30.79
31.05
31.05

{wnc , w2 }
22.79
19.32
20.13
33.87
28.94
29.23
23.74
21.76
21.21
33.68
30.50
30.48

{wnc , w1 , w2 , w3 }
23.75
21.42
20.92
34.04
29.59
29.93
24.56
22.54
22.43
34.29
30.90
31.18

∆%
-4.93
-7.05
-4.82
-0.82
-1.84
-1.96
-3.57
-3.43
-5.33
-0.46
-1.31
-1.66

Table 3: Performance of combinations of intra-ensembles using non-convergence models (wnc ) with vocab
sizes and attention networks. ∆% represents the average relative rate (i.e., the difference) {wnc , w1 } to
{wnc , w1 , w2 , w3 } over “Best Intra.” Note that the bold numbers represent the best score in each case.
Baseline
Vocab size
32,000
64,000

Cases
LSTMind + Transformerind
LSTMsv + Transformersv
LSTMse + Transformerse
LSTMind + Transformerind
LSTMsv + Transformersv
LSTMse + Transformerse

Best Inter
31.70
27.46
27.25
31.95
28.98
28.97

C(LSTM) &
NC(Transformer)
30.40
26.22
26.12
30.87
27.41
27.21

Inter-Ensembles
NC(LSTM) &
C(Transformer)
29.74
25.32
25.66
30.26
27.56
27.16

NC(LSTM) &
NC(Transformer)
28.09
23.64
24.30
28.96
26.15
24.99

∆%
-7.22
-8.74
-6.94
-6.01
-6.70
-8.69

Table 4: Performance of combinations of inter-ensembles with non-convergence (NC) and convergence (C) conditions along with vocab sizes and attention networks. ∆% represents the average relative rate (i.e., the differences),
from first to third columns, of inter-ensembles over “Best Inter.” Note that the bold numbers indicate the best score
in each case.

That is, NF6: inter-ensemble exhibits a negative
effect on performance, resulting in performance
degradation in all cases. It seems that the heterogeneous model architecture from the two different
models acted as a hindrance to performance improvement.
3.2.3

former model is more robust than the LSTMAttention model and stronger under adverse conditions. Additionally, it is inferred that the underfitted model plays a role in noise injection, boosting
performance. Insight: This result is a meaningful in that even a non-convergence model, which
many researchers neglect, can help improve performance.

Does Non-convergence Ensemble Cause
Negative Results?

Inter-ensemble As detailed in Table 4, the performance decreased in all cases, and NF8: nonconverging model causes a highly negative result
in inter-ensembles compared to intra-ensembles. In
conclusion, inter-ensemble provide negative results
in all cases for the experiments conducted in this
study.

In this section, we investigate the effect of nonconvergence on intra- and inter-ensembles. We
choose the model with the best score (intra- and
inter-ensembles) from Table 1 and Table 2, respectively, as target models for comparison.
The performance results of intra- and interensemble with non-convergence models are illustrated in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.

4

Intra-ensemble In Table 3, intra-ensemble with
a non-convergence model leads to negative results
compared to the baseline model (i.e., Best Intra)
in LSTM-Attention. Using the Transformer model
as a baseline generally lead to performance degradation; however, the decrease is relatively small.
There are a few exceptions ( ) that show that nonconverging models with Transformer sometimes
perform better when ensembled together.
These results revealed that NF7: the Trans-

Conclusion

Most researchers consider it common sense that
ensembles are better; however, few studies have
conducted any type of close verification. In this
study, we perform various tests based on three experimental designs related to the ensemble technique, and demonstrate its negative aspects. Thus,
we provide insights into the positives and negatives of ensembling for machine translation. In the
future, we plan to conduct expanded experiments
based on different language pairs.
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